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Abstract There is high demand for storage related services supporting scientists in their

research activities. Those services are expected to provide not only capacity but

also features allowing for more flexible and cost efficient usage. Such features

include easy multiplatform data access, long term data retention, support for

performance and cost differentiating of SLA restricted data access. The paper

presents a policy-based SLA storage management model for distributed data

storage services. The model allows for automated management of distributed

data aimed at QoS provisioning with no strict resource reservation. The prob-

lem of providing users with the required QoS requirements is complex, and

therefore the model implements heuristic approach for solving it. The corre-

sponding system architecture, metrics and methods for SLA focused storage

management are developed and tested in a real, nationwide environment.
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1. Introduction

To address frontiers of research modern science needs support from computational

infrastructures, so many European and nationwide initiatives are dealing with dis-

tributed, grid and cloud infrastructures. The notable examples are Helix-Nebula

project [15], European Grid Infrastructure (EGI) [11], European Open Science Cloud

(EOSC-hub) [9] or Extreme Data Cloud (XDC) [56]. Due to high demand from sci-

entific applications storage related services are highly requested for dealing with huge

amount of data and their starvation for storage resources. Those services are expected

to provide both, performance and features allowing for more flexible and cost efficient

usage of such services. Easy multiplatform data access, long term data retention,

support for performance and cost of data access are elements to differentiate on the

basis of service level agreements.

In order to address the needs of scientific community concerning the infrastruc-

tural support a couple of national initiatives have been also started in Poland. Re-

sults from the family of the PL-Grid projects provide the computational infrastruc-

ture to run large scale simulations and calculations on high performance comput-

ing clusters [32], supported with domain oriented services, solutions and environ-

ments [10, 33, 34]. The Pionier infrastructure [31] provides high bandwidth optical

networks connecting main computer centers hence used in the PL-Grid infrastructure.

Since the scientific related data produced by simulations, sensors or instruments and

used by scientific applications need to be stored for future research relevant storage

services are needed for the users. Some of the requirements expected by the users

concern storage Quality of Service (QoS) and Service Level Agreement (SLA) aspects.

One of the early projects supporting the activities mentioned above was the

nationwide NDS2 project [26] resulting in developing a national geographically dis-

tributed storage solution for secure accessing, sharing and archiving of data [5]. The

particular functionalities of NDS2 were assisted with automated management of stor-

age services supporting the SLA as one of the features. The NDS2 project was focused

on alleviating some problems of allocation of resources and their efficient utilization

as well as on elastic management. Such topics are currently still of interest in the field

of distributed, grid and cloud computing, being subject of scientific activities in the

frame of so-called Software Defined Storage described in a SNIA’s white paper [6].

The goal of the paper is to describe a policy-based SLA storage management

model, as resulting from the NDS2 project, for automated management of data for

QoS provisioning and developing a method for SLA storage management with no strict

resource reservation. The corresponding system architecture, metrics and methods

for the SLA focused storage management have been developed and tested in a real,

nationwide environment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The state of the art of distributed

storage systems, storage QoS provisioning, and SLA management is given in section 2.

Section 3 provides details about the proposed policy-based SLA storage management

model in which the heuristic approach is applied. Details of the NDS2 project concept
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and the implementation of the model are outlined in Section 4. The fifth section

presents the results of testing of our approach at the test deployment of NDS2. The

last section concludes the paper.

2. State of the art

The design and implementation of distributed storage services with SLA/QoS support

for optimized automatic resource management is a complex task in many aspects,

hence the selected problems of distributed storage systems, storage QoS provisioning

and SLA management are gathered and discussed below.

This section includes analysis of various types of the solutions:

• distributed storage systems,

• storage QoS provisioning,

• SLA management.

More discussion of the existing solutions can be found in [55].

2.1. Distributed storage systems

iRODS [19, 57], as a successor of Storage Resource Broker, SRB [3], is an integrated

rule oriented software solution of data storage widely used by the scientific community.

iRODS is a flexible solution due to the micro-services, which can be used to program

the behavior of the storage according to the user’s needs.

Onedata [29,54], as a successor of VeilFS [40], is a software storage solution aimed

at building globally distributed data storage system to integrate storage resources

from different providers, which may not trust each other. The user can have his

data kept in storage spaces provided by different storage providers and the data

is available transparently – the user can see all his distributed storage resources as

a single namespace with transparent access to data. Onedata has a plugin mechanism

for event processing allowing the system to take actions according to preconfigured

rules. This mechanism could be used for storage allocation taking into account QoS.

The system represents a solution which removes or minimizing barriers arising between

the user and its data in a distributed storage environment with many storage resource

providers, taking into account security, sharing, protection and scalability aspects of

data access.

Scality RING [35] is a commercial distributed object storage solution based on

the peer-to-peer model. It uses patented modification of the Chord algorithm [45]

originally developed at MIT for locating storage nodes and data. The system is scal-

able, with no centralized components. Ceph [51] is another object storage system

mainly used as a storage for clouds or clusters. It provides also block and file based

storage through its modules RBD and CephFS. Similarly to the other distributed

storage systems, in the Ceph storage system the metadata is decoupled from data

for better scalability. Data is distributed among the nodes by using the CRUSH [52]
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algorithm. GlusterFS [12], as one more cluster filesystem, employs a hashing algo-

rithm for node allocation. Workflow scheduling is one of the hot topics currently,

see for example [8]. Multi-tenant distributed or cloud storage problems are also well

represented (e.g. [36, 37])

The presented distributed storage systems do not directly support storage QoS

in general, although it could be delivered with some additional effort. For the systems

focused on flexibility with built-in storage controlling mechanisms (like Onedata and

iRODS) it could be done by developing appropriate plugins or microservices. For

the systems designed for distributed performance and scalability (like Scality RING,

Ceph and GlusterFS) it could be done by building an additional software layer on top

of such distributed storage systems.

2.2. Storage QoS provisioning

The problem of delivering data for applications with QoS requirements is addressed

in some storage systems. Generally, those systems can be divided into two main clas-

ses: the systems which can guarantee QoS and the systems which provide best effort

support for meeting the QoS requirements (via optimizing the storage resource man-

agement). The first class is based on strict resource/bandwidth reservation combined

with some sort of admission control to deny requests for which no more resources can

be allocated at the given moment. The second class is based on storage resource se-

lection and replica management. The selected studies related to storage QoS are

presented below.

Chuang, et al. [7] propose a framework of distributed network storage service

with QoS guarantees. The paper describes the main components and a key mecha-

nism behind the presented idea and identifies essential research areas and challenges

like real-time storage management, storage resource reservation and admission con-

trol. In [46] a distributed storage system solution allowing for explicit reservation of

storage resource initiated a priori by the user’s application is proposed. If accepted,

the reservation is time-based and the requested performance is guaranteed during the

reservation time interval. A working prototype is described realizing the reservation

performance requirements by prioritization of I/O requests coming from applications

having ongoing reservation. PARDA [14] is a data transfer control solution located

at the cloud storage virtualization layer to provide fair data access of the virtual ma-

chines to a shared storage system. In [16, 17] a QoS-oriented capacity provisioning

mechanism is proposed. It make use of the queueing theory and selects a suitable

queueing model representing the pattern of current workloads. The model is used to

forecast the demand for resources and to offer such capacity which is adequate to the

required resource capacity.

Lumb et. al. [25] proposed a virtualized storage solution with performance guar-

antees which uses a feedback-based control of intercepted IO requests for implement-

ing QoS for a given workload. The solution is designed for use in a data center

where the clients (hosts) with different performance requirements access a block-level
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shared set of storage hardware over a storage area network. A similar solution using

the adaptive distributed storage controller is presented in [21]. In [50] a distributed file

system with storage QoS provision is presented. The system addresses data accessing

from the applications running in a Cloud environment. Negotiations of the storage

bandwidth are done by using the bidding-based negotiation model called ECNP (Ex-

tended Contract Net Protocol). Storage@desk [18] is a system which uses the storage

space available on the given institution’s desktop computers to provide block storage

via iSCSI. A method for automated performance control employing a market-based

model for resource management and feedback controller is used to cope with the QoS

issues. Slota, et al. [42] propose an approach for QoS-aware data access management

in the grid environment. The approach is based on a storage system model and a rel-

evant ontology for presenting the performance state of storage systems and making

storage management decisions. In [41] a semantic based system for QoS provisioning

of distributed data called FiVO/QStorMan is presented. For the current file access

operation a storage node is selected dynamically based on the QoS monitoring with

ontology enrichment.

Replication is a common technique used to improve the storage performance in

distributed systems [43]. In [24] two algorithms for QoS-aware data replication for

the cloud environments are proposed and evaluated. Another algorithm, which takes

into account also the content importance, is presented in [2]. Shue, et al. [36] propose

a solution for performance isolation of cloud tenants accessing a key-value store. The

solution uses combination of replication, partitioning and fair queueing techniques.

Uttamchandani, et al. [48] present approach for arbitrating storage resources among

competitive clients using the same storage systems. Voulodimos, et al. [49] identify

management models describing resources, services and requirements for cloud stor-

age environment and propose a unified management model integrating the defined

models with SLA schemas, which makes resource allocation in the context of storage

QoS easier. A storage QoS model – RSMM (Resource Storage Management Model)

targeted at QoS provisioning for data storage service based on HSM (Hierarchical

Storage Management) systems is presented in [20]. Replication is also used in the

Onedata system for managing consistency for global scalable data access [53]. The

further problems, like hierarchical QoS for packet scheduling for different workloads

in a hypervisor or dealing with multi-tiered storage systems can be found [4, 8].

Although some storage QoS systems exist they use reservations which can cause

overprovisioning resulting in inefficient resource utilization. Therefore, there is still

a need for more research on efficient usage of distributed and heterogeneous resources

with respect of QoS to full utilization of the available storage performance alleviating

overprovisioning problems.

2.3. SLA management

The SLA (Service Level Agreement) is a contractually bind agreement between a ser-

vice provider and a client. It concerns the quality level of the contracted service. Typ-
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ically, each SLA contains Service Level Objectives (SLO), which numerically specify

ranges of values of QoS metrics and conditions under which the values are met. An

SLO example might sound like this: “The service response time should be below 1

s for 95% of the requests.” An additional element in the SLA is the penalty for its

violation.

SLA managements frameworks and languages have been developed to sup-

port the process of SLA negotiation [1, 22, 23, 38]. The Web Services Agreement

Specification [1], proposed by the Open Grid Forum is a standard, which can be

used for the SLA definition of Web services using XML documents. It provides a

schema for specifying the general structure of the document describing an agreement

as well as a protocol for SLA creation. The WSLA framework [22], developed by IBM,

is intended for specifying and monitoring of Web services using XML for expressing

the SLA. The proposed architecture allows for monitoring of QoS metrics and report-

ing violations to the client and the service provider. Support for complex QoS metrics

based on the existing ones is included too. Another XML-based SLA management

proposition is given in [38]. The authors propose a language which defines a SLA re-

lated vocabulary for web services. In their approach the third party monitoring is also

supported. In [23] a framework for intelligent virtual organizations is described. The

solution allows for controlled SLA negotiations when creating a virtual organization

using shared resources provided by business partners. This semantic-based frame-

work allows for automatic setting of security and monitoring software layers able to

fulfill the business goals of the virtual organization. Examples of the SLA metrics

definitions in the context of distributed environment are presented in [39].

2.4. Summary

Taking into account the presented studies we found no studies comprehensively ad-

dressing the SLA usage for distributed storage services and implementing a solution in

which each layer is aware of the SLA or QoS. Our research, resulting in the presented

model outlined below, thoroughly covers (1) aspects of providing the SLA support for

distributed storage services allowing heterogeneity of underlying storage resources,

(2) performance related dynamic storage allocation based on current and previous

performance metrics and (3) takes into account the users storage QoS requirements

resulting from the SLA support.

3. Policy-based SLA storage management model

3.1. High level description

In the context of this paper the SLA storage management is the management of

a set of data storage resources aimed at providing QoS according to the SLA. The

management relies on selection of appropriate storage resources for a current request

of data access with the goal of minimizing of SLA violations. It is assumed that

(a) the SLA is already agreed and (b) there are a few rarely changed SLA profiles
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defined by the provider from which the users select the most adequate for them. The

profiles are introduced into the model for differentiating the users by selection of the

Storage Nodes (SN) according to the users’ needs. SLA policies define importance

of the parameters used for the selection of SN (see Sec. 3.3). The Policy-based SLA

management model (PoSLAM), built around a mechanism of SLA Policy adaptation

(cf. Fig. 1), is introduced to describe time-dependent performance changes of the

storage system selection for the goal of keeping users requirements to storage QoS as

close as possible.

Figure 1. Policy-based SLA storage management model

The mechanism of SLA Policy Adapting (1) modifies SLA Policies (2) taking into

account the information obtained by QoS Monitoring (3) and SLA Monitoring (4).

When serving Request (5) a suitable storage node for Data Transfer (6) is selected by

the process of SN Selection (7) according to the ranking of storage nodes. The selec-

tion is done based on the current SLA Policies (2) and the storage QoS metrics (8).

SLA Monitoring (4) updates SLA Parameters (9) after Data Transfer (6) and pro-

vides information about SLA violations based on SLA Profiles (10). The outer area in

Figure 1 contains data entities used as input or modified by the actions in the center.

The relations between the data entities and the actions are visualized by color out-

lines. For example, QoS Metrics (8) are modified by QoS Monitoring (3) and used as

input by SN Selection (7), SLA Policy Adapting (1) and SLA Monitoring (4). In the
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case of SLA violations, indicated by alerts from SLA monitoring, SLA polices are

adapted, as described in the next sections, to minimize the chance of SLA violations

in the near future.

Since the SLA Policy adaptation prefers less loaded nodes, the model provides

natural load balancing. It is assumed that the values of storage QoS metrics and the

SLA parameters reflect the actual system state. In reality there is a delay from

the moment of the real change of a given system parameter to the moment when it is

actually available from the monitoring database. The delay depends on the monitoring

measurement interval which reasonable value is a few minutes for data archiving

systems like HSM. Ranking of the storage nodes is useful. When the request rates of

file access are getting higher the load is to be distributed among the storage nodes

according to the ranking list to avoid node overloading. Setting very short update

interval can solve the problem, but for the cost of increased monitoring overhead.

Examination of the state of the system and modification the SLA policy are per-

formed by an adaptation algorithm accordingly. The management model however, on

which the paper is focused, does not specify how exactly the algorithm works. This

has to be specified in detail during implementation of the model given the require-

ments and characteristics of the utilized distributed storage system. Though, a simple

example of adapting algorithm with test results is shown in section 4.

If the performance needed to serve the requests with respect to SLA exceeds the

performance capability of the system then some requests will not be served with

the desired QoS expressed in the SLA. No admission control is provided to cope

with this case since we assume that the number of users and the SLA Profiles are

properly planned taking into account user’s performance usage statistics and infras-

tructure capabilities.

3.2. Model of storage infrastructure

The model of the storage infrastructure together with the related environment is pre-

sented in Figure 2. The storage resources are accessed via Storage Nodes (SN). The

SNs provide access methods to the storage resources (e.g., NFS, GridFTP and Web-

DAV) for Access Nodes (AN). The clients typically access their data by connecting

to the ANs located in their data center, but using the AN from another location is

allowed. According to the assumptions, the SNs and ANs are connected with a high

speed network which does not get saturated by the data transfer.

Three layers – access nodes, storage nodes and physical storage devices – are

distinguished (see Fig. 3). Defining m = |U | as the number of users, n = |AN | – the

number of access nodes and l = |SN | – the number of storage nodes the following hold

l ≈ n and m � n for U , AN , SN being the sets of users, access nodes and storage

nodes respectively. The number of simultaneous transfers per AN differs substantially

from m/n, since only small percentage of users transfer data simultaneously in the

distributed, nationwide infrastructure.
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Figure 2. Model of the storage infrastructure

Figure 3. Environment layered model

3.3. Storage SLA parameters and profiles

The SLA parameters, representing values used in defining SLO, provide formalized

way to express the user QoS requirements. They are determined based on QoS metrics,
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which can correspond to raw quantities directly available from the operating system

or combined from other metrics. Although several types of SLA parameters can be

defined [27, 28], for further considerations only the SLA parameters concerning the

performance of read and write operations are taken into account.

An SLA profile is defined as a set of SLA parameter values which specify typical

user QoS requirements. The SLA profiles are objects of more general meaning than

SLA policies, for example there can be two SLA profiles — for faster access to data

and for the slower basic access — which correspond to different SLA policies de-

fined separately for each profile. Each SLA profile is associated with an SLA policy

(see Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Users, profiles and policies

The SLA polices — selected according to the users’ request — are dynamically

adopted to time-dependent SN loads during the runtime (cf. section 3.1), that reflects

the model assumptions on no strict resource reservations. In our model, the SLA

policy, PSLA, is represented by a set of parameters, κi,

PSLA = (κ1, κ2, . . . , κL), κ1..L ∈ R. (1)

Due to the heuristic approach applied, the set of κi parameters is used to build

heuristics for defining preferences thus to formulate the SN ranking of storage nodes to

be selected, as mentioned in section 3.1. The κi parameters can be time-dependent

to influence the ranking. Different SLA policies, so different sets of κi parameters can

be defined. The number of elements, L, is equal to the number of metrics elements

used for ranking formulation with preference indicator (see Eq. 3). The usage of

sample parameters is presented by the example of preference indicator in Section 4.4.

In general, the profile does not depend on the user’s preference only. There can

be more factors influencing the usage of SLA profiles. One factor can be the internal

resource allocation policy of a given computer center, which can have categorized the

users in some way and forced them to use a given SLA profile. Other factors are
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costs – the users may choose worse profiles since they are cheaper or profile limits

according to the user’s rights. Though important, those factors are out of our research

currently.

3.4. Storage node selection

One of the requirements for the SLA storage management system is to have a method

to differentiate the users by selection the SN according to their SLA profiles. Due to

the complexity of the distributed storage systems and according to the efficiency in

operation a heuristic preference indicator, SNP , for SN selection is introduced, defined

for read and write requests separately. For each user request and for each storage

node, SN I , capable for serving the given request (SN I ⊆ S ⊆ SN ), SNP is evaluated

and the list of k nodes, SNI is computed,

SN I : SN I ⊆ S, where I = {i1, i2, . . . ik}, s.t. (2)

SNPI = sorted(SNP){1,...,k},

where sorted means the sorted list in descending order and S is a set of storage nodes

capable of serving the given request.

The heuristic preference indicator, SNP , is defined for each SN I as a function of

file related metrics, SN metrics and relevant SLA policy,

SNP = f(MF ,MSN , PSLA), (3)

where

• MF = (fS , fC) are file related metrics, with the file size, fS , and location of file,

fC , respectively,

• MSN is the SN QoS metrics, with elements MSN = (sn1, sn2, . . . , snL), where L

represents the number of metrics elements,

• PSLA is a SLA policy for the SLA profile used by the requesting user (cf. Eq. 1).

Depending on the fS value different storage nodes can become suitable. For

example, for the small files a low bandwidth/low latency storage node is suitable

while for the large files a high bandwidth/high latency node is more useful. The

fC value provides information about the location of the file – if it is cached or not.

It directly influences performance being essential for the HSM systems since for the

case when the file is cached the access latency can be orders of magnitude lower

than otherwise. The storage node QoS metrics, MSN , directly address functional and

operational parameters of the SN.

4. Application of PoSLAM in NDS2

In this section an example implementation of the PoSLAM model as the QoS Man-

agement System (QMS) module is presented. Also, more details about the implemen-

tation and integration of QMS with the real-life National Data Storage service are

given with some experimental evaluation.
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4.1. National Data Storage

The National Data Storage (NDS2) project has been aimed at providing data storage

service mainly for scientific and educational institutions in Poland. The primary

purpose of the service is archiving and backup but it also can be used for direct

access to the data in the same way the data is accessed from the local disk. The

service is provided by a nationwide geographically distributed storage system with

nodes located in the main computational centers in Poland. The system uses the

high speed network Pionier infrastructure provided as a backbone [31].

The main feature of the system is automatic and safe data storage with end-to-end

encryption and data integrity control. In order to provide secure and efficient access

to the data a hardware assisted ciphering appliance for data exchanging between

the end points and the NDS2 system has been designed and built. The growing

users requirements address usability and easiness of access to the data. In result,

the NDS2 project takes into account additional requirements concerning hierarchical

and distributed users management and advanced accounting based on performance,

security, availability and protection profiling. In order to meet those requirements

a support for QoS and SLA was needed [28]. The general architecture of NDS2 is

presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Layered structure of NDS2
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Three layers are distinguished: Access Layer, Management Layer and Storage

Layer. The Access Layer contains software components providing system storage

connectivity options. NDS2 supports various data access protocols and interfaces, like

WWW to manage data from a web browser, SSHFS to mount remote user directory

accessible via SSH protocol as local directory, NFS and SFTP.

The Management Layer is constructed out of cooperating daemons and services.

The core functionality is provided by Data Daemon (DD) and Meta Catalog (MC).

DD implements block level data transfers from the storage nodes (SN) via the given

access methods to the users. MC implements name space and file attribute opera-

tions organizing the files into typical directory-based hierarchy. Management of user

accounts is done by the User Management System (UMS). NDS2 supports file repli-

cation via the Replica Daemon (RD) which is responsible for creating new replicas

and controlling the correctness of replicas creation. Life Daemon (LD) collects infor-

mation about the health of the other components using the Nagios monitoring system

as a basis.

The Storage Layer consists of storage nodes which provide unified access in the

form of directory mount point to the underlying storage systems. These storage

systems can be of any kind – magnetic disk arrays, solid state storage, distributed

filesystems or HSM systems storing efficiently large data volumes on magnetic tapes.

Since the primarily purpose of the service is archiving tape-based storage has been

chosen. Nagios plugins are installed on the SNs to provide LD with monitoring data.

4.2. Architecture of QMS

QMS controls the performance of the system with respect to the QoS levels specified

in the SLA profiles of users (see Fig. 5). It helps DD to make decisions about replica

to be used and it helps RD in choosing SN for new replicas.

The architecture of QMS makes use of the PoSLAM model presented in Section 3,

while its integration with other modules of NDS2 is shown in Figure 6. It consists of

four modules: QMD (QoS Management Daemon), QoS Monitor, SLA Monitor and

Presentation Layer. NDS2 uses a monitoring database (DBMS in Fig. 6) to store

various monitoring parameters like raw values from Nagios Plugins (NP) run on the

storage nodes. QoS Monitor is responsible for processing those raw values and pro-

viding convenient QoS metrics which are stored in Database. SLA Monitor calculates

SLA parameters based on the QoS metrics and the performance information obtained

from the system’s logs. SLA Monitor constantly verifies if the SLA parameters do

not exceed the SLA limits for the given SLA profile. In the case of SLA violations,

indicated by alerts from SLA monitoring, the SLA polices are adapted, as described

previously (see Section 3.1) to minimize the chance of near future SLA violations.

The SLA limits are kept in the UMS module set by the administrator or other

entities responsible for contract negotiation. The alerts generated by SLA Monitor

can be observed by the administrator through the web interface of the Presentation

Layer. QMD is responsible for managing the SLA policies based on the data from the
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SLA Monitor and the provided SLA Policy Adapting algorithm. Based on the QoS

metrics, the SLA policies and the provided heuristics DD decides which storage node

to use for the given transfer. It also logs performance data.

Figure 6. QMS modules and their integration with other NDS2 modules

In this way QMS realizes QoS management model depicted in Figure 1. Namely,

QoS Metrics are provided by QoS Monitor and SN Selection is done by DD based on

the QoS Metrics and SLA Policies. SLA Monitoring is performed by SLA Monitor

and finally the SLA Policy adaptation is done by QMD.

4.3. PoSLAM model implementation in QMS

In the implementation the SLA parameters adopted in the study are shown in Table 1.

They are user oriented and represent the performance as experienced by the user, so

they are selected as the user metrics for both read and write operations, utilized by

SLA Monitor when checking violations of the SLA as mentioned previously.
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The user metrics can be measured at the user’s side, which gives the most accurate

measurement, or at the server side, which generally provides enough accuracy but

introduces some network related uncertainty.

Table 1
Storage performance SLA parameters

SLA parameter Unit Description

ReadTransferRate MB/s Average transfer rate when reading sequentially

whole files.

WriteTransferRate MB/s Average transfer rate when writing sequentially

whole files.

ReadLatencyTime s Latency time for read access measured as the time

from issuing a request till receiving the first por-

tion of data.

WriteLatencyTime s Latency time for write access measured as the

time from sending a portion of data till the re-

ceiving of successful write acknowledge.

The selected performance SN QoS metrics are presented in Table 2. They are

related to a given storage node and provide information about its performance ca-

pabilities. The current transfer rate metrics, RSN cur read and RSN cur write, can be

obtained from the operating system. The maximal transfer rate metrics RSN max read

and RSN max write, are selected from a sequence of current transfer rate values stored

in the database.

Table 2
Performance SN QoS metrics

MSN Name Unit Description

metrics

1 RSN cur read MB/s Current transfer rate for data read

2 RSN max read MB/s Maximal transfer rate for data read

3 RSN cur write MB/s Current transfer rate for data write

4 RSN max write MB/s Maximal transfer rate for data write

5 RSN tape MB/s Average transfer rate for accessing data on a tape

6 LSN tape s Average latency for accessing data on a tape

7 λSN – Storage load of SN.

8 ψSN IO/s Number of IO operations per second

λSN =
RSN cur read

RSN max read
+

RSN cur write

RSN max write

is a complex metrics (see Table 2) representing the storage load of the node. Gen-

erally, it does not exceed 100% but for the storage systems capable of full duplex
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transfers, it can approach 200% when reading and writing data simultaneously with

full speed is performed. ψSN measures the number of IO operation per second being

especially meaningful for random block access for which the disk’s head positioning

time and rotational latency introduce high overhead to the transfer rates. LSN tape

and RSN tape are the latency and transfer rate of tape drive respectively.

4.4. Implementation of QMS

Having defined the PoSLAM model the preference indicators SNP for read and write

operations in this implementation using PSLA policy are:

SNPread = (k1RSN max read − k3RSN cur read)fS−
(k5

fS
RSNtape

+ k6LSNtape) k7fC−
k8λSN − k9ψSN ,

(4)

SNPwrite = (k2RSN max write − k4RSN cur write)fS−
k8λSN − k9ψSN .

(5)

According to the PSLA policy definition (cf. Eq. 1) the following mapping is

implemented, which results from the heuristic form of Equations (4)–(5).

(κ1, κ2, κ3, κ4, κ5, κ6, κ7, κ8, κ9) := (k1, k2,−k3,−k4,−k5,−k6,−k7,−k8,−k9) (6)

The metrics RSN max read and RSN max write inform about potential SN perfor-

mance and obviously higher values are better, hence, they are included in the formula

with positive sign. RSN cur read and RSN cur write are current transfer rates for read-

ing and writing respectively. These metrics inform about the current usage of the

potential performance and are included with negative sign since higher values indi-

cate higher load. This part of the equation is additionally multiplied by the size of

the file, fS , to amplify it for larger files since the available transfer rate is essential

for accessing them.

The metrics, RSN tape and LSN tape influence the SNPread function only if the

given file is not cached and has to be staged from the tape. This part of the equation

roughly estimates the time to access data from the tape. Lower values are better

so this part is subtracted. Due to the negative influence on performance of storage

load, λSN and input/output operation per second, ψSN , they are taken into account

with negative coefficients. We can additionally amplify the importance of a given

metrics element by increasing the appropriate coefficients of the SLA Policy or we

can completely ignore some metrics by setting the corresponding coefficients to 0. As

an analytical example, the SNPread function limits for typical metric values are shown

in Table 3. In those calculations fC = 0 and k1, . . . , k9 = 1.
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Table 3
SNPread values

fS RSN max read RSN cur read λSN ψSN SNPread

[MB] [MB/s] [MB/s]

100 100 100 1 200 −201

100000 1000 0 0 0 108

As shown in the previous chapters the presented approach introduces PSLA adap-

tation on a high level of generality. That opens room for development of sophisticated

algorithms of adaptation in the stage of production implementation for a given en-

vironment. For the purpose of validation however, a sample adapting algorithm for

QMS is presented below (see Algorithm 1). The algorithm is based on the assumption

that two SLA performance profiles are defined – PSLA1 for the standard users and

PSLA2 for the users whose demand for the transfer rate is no less than the specified

limit. Another assumption is that clients using PSLA2 are more important, so their

current request fulfillment should be most closely related to their SLA. Although

keeping the SLA for the clients using PSLA1 is not of high priority, the system should

try to use them provided if there is an unused storage processing power and this

provision would not cause alerts for the clients using PSLA2.

AlertsSLA1 and AlertsSLA2 give the number of alerts representing violations of

the SLA occurred during the last monitoring time interval for clients using profiles,

hence policies PSLA1 and PSLA2 respectively. We assume that single alerts or rare

alerts are not essential and can be ignored, but when a certain limit (AlertLimitSLA1

or AlertLimitSLA2) is exceeded the system should adopt the policies by modifying k

coefficients to counteract the SLA violations.

Algorithm 1: Algorithm of changing the SLA policies – an example

heuristic

1 if AlertsSLA2 > AlertLimitSLA2 then

2 k1SLA1 = −1;

3 else if AlertsSLA1 >AlertLimitSLA1 then

4 if k1SLA1 < 10 then

5 k1SLA1 += 1;

6 if k1SLA1 == 0 then

7 k1SLA1 = 1;

In order to keep the sample algorithm simple we used only one coefficient, namely

k1SLA1
, for controlling the load distribution taking into account the Rmax read or

Rmax write (depending on the type of the current operation) which just provide the

maximal performance capability of a SN. k1SLA1
takes signed integer values. Setting

k1SLA1
to a negative value means reverting of meaning and the less performing SN
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will have higher SNP value and the worst performing SN will be selected for serving

a request with the PSLA1 profile (see line 2, in Algorithm 1). In other words the

algorithm pushes the requests using the PSLA1 policy to the worse nodes releasing in

this way the performance of the better nodes for serving requests requiring the PSLA2

policy.

5. Test results

The system has been tested to verify the usability, correctness and performance of the

proposed approach. Details about the tests are presented in the subsections below.

5.1. Deployment environment

The system was deployed in an environment consisting of one AN and three SNs. The

AN and one SN were running at the PSNC datacenter (PSNC) located in Poznań while

the other two SNs were running at the ACC Cyfronet datacenter (CYF) located in

Kraków. The distance between those two cities is 335 km. All nodes are virtual

machines provided by a VMware based environment running on a set of HP Proliant

DL385 G6 servers with AMD Opteron 2435 2,6GHz CPUs. Different storage resources

with different performance characteristics are attached to the SNs via FC links. An

additional node named DB is hosting the PostgreSQL DBMS, which stores monitoring

data and data related to MC, as well as the MC itself. Connection of all nodes

is organized with the use of Pionier national academic network. Currently Pionier

allows to achieve single physical link bandwidth of 800 Gb/s using DWDM (Dense

Wavelength Division Multiplexing) technology with 80 channels of 10 Gb/s. In the

nearest future channels of 100 Gb/s and 400 Gb/s will be available. In the reported

experiments. All nodes are connected by a 1Gbps links. More details about the

environment are given in Table 4.

Table 4
Deployment environment

Node Cores Mem Storage Modules Loc

AN 2 4 GB – DD, LD, QMS PSNC

SN1 2 2 GB 2TB GPFS NP PSNC

SN2 2 2 GB 2TB DA NP CYF

SN3 2 2 GB 2TB HSM NP CYF

DB 1 1 GB 10GB DA DBMS, MC PSNC

In the “Storage” column some abbreviations are used to specify the underlying

storage systems. GPFS (General Parallel Filesystem) [13] is a distributed filesystem

developed by IBM Corp. DA (Disk Array) is a storage volume on an HP EVA8000

array. HSM (Hierarchical Storage Management) is a system which uses different types

of storage media (disks and tapes) together. In our environment the HSM system has

been built on top of GPFS and TSM (Tivoli Storage Manager) [47].
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5.2. Procedure

The goal of the presented procedure/scenario is to study the system behavior in terms

of SLA violations in the case when new demanding clients using the PSLA2 policy are

started in a system which is already serving non demanding clients with the PSLA1

policy. The SLA limits are chosen empirically so that the system performs around

its limit, which means that if more clients are started then SLA violations will begin

occurring. AlertLimitSLA2 is set to 2 and AlertLimitSLA1 is 4. The experiments are

based on issuing data transfer requests to the system using different SLA profiles and

access patterns and observing the system’s behavior and performance metrics. For

the presented tests the following scenario has been used (see Fig. 7a).
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Figure 7. Test results: a) Scenario of tests; b) Policy adapting with k1SLA1 ; c) SLA alerts

measured at server; d) SLA2 alerts measured at clients

At t = t0 two clients using PSLA1 policy are started which are constantly writ-

ing files each of size 6 GB. For those clients the limit of the WriteTransferRate SLA

parameter is set to 9 MB/s, which means that if the write transfer from the user’s per-

spective is less than 9 MB/s an alert for that transfer is generated. At t = t0 + 30m

two more clients using PSLA1 are started. At t = t0 + 1h30m two clients with PSLA2

are started. For those clients the limit of the WriteTransferRate SLA parameter is set to

11 MB/s. For the next 3 hours the mentioned clients, namely four clients using PSLA1

and two clients with PSLA2 are concurrently writing data to the system competing for

storage bandwidth. After that, at t = t0 + 4h30m, the clients with PSLA2 are termi-

nated and two more with PSLA1 are started. For the next hour 6 PSLA1 clients are

running. At t = t0 + 5h30m all of the running clients are terminated and the test ends.
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5.3. Discussion and limitations

The obtained results are presented in the Figures 7b–7d. Figure 7b shows the changes

of k1SLA1
during the experiment (due to Algorithm 1), while Figure 7c outlines the

number of alerts recorded by QMS during the last hour. The vertical red lines indicate

moments when the number or type of clients are changed. We see that until t = t2
system performs well – there are no alerts (see Fig. 7c), so the value of k1SLA1

remains

unchanged. At t = t2 the demanding clients using PSLA2 policy are started and after

a while the alerts begin appearing. The system finds SLA violations and changes the

values of k1SLA1
, which decreases the number of alerts for clients with PSLA2. At

the same time the number of alerts for clients using PSLA1 remains high despite the

fact that the limit for them is lower. At t = 3h the alerts for PSLA2 clients go below

the limit, so the system recognizes that it has some more unused storage processing

power and starts increasing the value of k1SLA1
. The number of alerts for PSLA1

clients decreases a little but the number of alerts for PSLA2 clients starts increasing,

so the system brings back k1SLA1
= −1 and the alerts for PSLA2 clients decreases

again.

The test shows that the system behaves properly and automatically adopts SLA

policy according to our SLA storage management assumptions. Using our SLA storage

management method with simple algorithm of changing the SLA policies QMS was

able to differentiate clients according to their SLA profiles. The system provides per-

formance to the demanding clients despite the fact that the system was loaded above

its limit, which is manifested by the high number of alerts for the non-demanding

clients using PSLA1 policy.

Figure 7d shows the number of finished transfer and the number of alerts for the

given ∆t = 5m interval (in a form of histogram) measured at the client side. We

can see that changing the value of k1SLA1
(at t = 1h50m) has an immediate effect

on the transfers as seen from the client side – there are no alerts until t = 3h when

the value of k1SLA1
starts climbing up. This is different from the server perspective

since the QMS takes into account alerts occurring one hour in the past (see Fig. 7c).

It is important to notice that the tests were conducted on the system which was not

fully controlled, since there were more virtual machines using the same hardware. In

addition, the storage resources were allocated on storage systems shared with others.

Nevertheless, the results of the experiments confirm the potential of the proposed

solution.

6. Conclusion and future work

Taking into account the wide range of features implemented in the system, its ge-

ographical distribution and the heterogeneity of the underlying storage systems it

should be noted that the data management supporting QoS and SLA in such a sys-

tem becomes challenging. In order to meet those challenges a novel approach to QoS

management for distributed storage systems without reservation of storage resources
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has been presented with the PoSLAM model implemented as QMS module and in-

tegrated with the NDS2 system. QMS controls the performance of the system with

respect to the QoS levels specified in the users’ SLA profiles by changing the given

policy coefficients using the adaptation algorithm which can be tuned to the needs

of the given system. The advantage of the approach is that the usage of heuristic

approach simplifies the performance control and does not introduce non-negligible

overhead. Using the model the automatic SLA policy management can be applied for

distributed storage systems which allows to distribute efficiently the storage transfer

load with respect to the SLA.

The main contribution of the paper is the design of a concept for QoS manage-

ment with respect to the SLA, i.e., to develop and to implement the PoSLAM model.

As mentioned, the model does not specify how exactly the adaptation algorithm

works, since it has to be specified in detail during the production implementation in

relation to the environment. Due to the real, worldwide environment used for ver-

ification, the only simple experiments with a sample algorithm have been possible

to conduct. However, the application of the illustrative algorithm for controlling the

SLA has proved that the proposed approach allows for differentiating of clients de-

pending on their SLA profile as well as for optimizing of storage resources allocation

with respect to the SLA.

Our future works will concentrate on development of new algorithms for adapting

of the SLA policies and analyzing their effectiveness. Also, other SLA parameters,

concerning data protection, availability, network performance and replication strate-

gies will be taken into consideration, as well as latency distribution (represented by

percentile) as a targeted metrics. The research on methods for prediction of SLA

violations [30], agent-based adapting [44] and preventive storage management is also

planned.
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